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HONG KONG: Shanghai SIPG secured their place in
the last 16 of the Asian Champions League yesterday
with a goal from Brazilian striker Elkeson sealing a 1-0
win over South Korea’s Ulsan Hyundai for Vitor
Pereira’s team.

Last year’s semi-finalists secured their place in the
knockout round after Melbourne Victory’s win over
Japanese champions Kawasaki Frontale 1-0 in the day’s
other match means the
Chinese Super League side
cannot finish outside the top
two places in Group F.

“Overall, I’m satisfied with
the performance,” said
Pereira, whose side were out-
played in the opening 45 min-
utes. “All of the players, not
only those who have played
today, have been fighting
together and this is the team
spirit we need.”

Ulsan dominated the opening period before Hulk
powered through the South Korean side’s defence five
minutes into the second half to cut the ball back for
Elkeson to score from close range. The win moves SIPG
on to 10 points from four games while Ulsan remain in
second on five points, level with Melbourne after their
win over Kawasaki.

With a better head-to-head record over the South
Koreans and with both Ulsan and Melbourne due to
face each other, SIPG cannot finish any lower than sec-
ond in the group. 

Meanwhile, Suwon Bluewings ended Shanghai
Shenhua’s unbeaten start to their Asian Champions
League campaign as second-half goals from Dejan
Damjanovic and Choi Seong-guen earned the two-time
Asian champions a 2-0 win at Hongkou Stadium.

Suwon sit on seven points, just one behind Group H
leaders Kashima Antlers who were held to a 1-1 draw
by Sydney FC. In the western half of the draw, Qatar’s

Al Duhail maintained their
perfect record with a dra-
matic 2-1 win over
Uzbekistan’s Lokomotiv
Tashkent that ensured the
club from Doha will advance
to the last 16 from Group B.

Youssef El Arabi scored
twice in stoppage time to
give the Qatari champions a
fourth successive win that
guarantees their place in the
next phase of the competi-

tion. Iran’s Zob Ahan are second in the group with six
points, three ahead of Lokomotiv, after their 2-0 win
over bottom side Al Wahda from the United Arab
Emirates.

Saudi Arabia’s Al Hilal, finalists last year, remain win-
less in this season’s competition after a 2-1 defeat by
Qatar’s Al Rayyan that leaves the club from Riyadh bot-
tom of Group E with only two points.

The standings are headed by Esteghlal of Iran, who
are level on six points with Al Rayyan, after they shared
a 1-1 draw with Al Ain of the UAE. — Reuters
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Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

ITALIAN CALCIO LEAGUE
Juventus v Atalanta 20:00
beIN SPORTS HD 4

FRENCH LEAGUE
Paris Saint v SCO Angers 22:00
beIN SPORTS HD 6

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Besiktas v Bayern Munich 20:00
beIN SPORTS
Barcelona v Chelsea 22:45
beIN SPORTS HD 1

ASIAN CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Buriram United v Andres Tunez 14:00
beIN SPORTS 
Guangzhou Evergrande v Jeju United 15:00
beIN SPORTS 
Kitchee v Kashiwa Reysol 15:00
beIN SPORTS 
Tianjin Quanjian v Jeonbuk Hyundai Motors 15:00
beIN SPORTS

AFC CUP
Hwaebul v Benfica de Macau 09:00
beIN SPORTS 
Shan United v Ceres Negros 12:30
beIN SPORTS
New Radiant v Aizawl 14:00
beIN SPORTS
Hang Yuen v April 25 14:00
beIN SPORTS
Home United v Boeung Ket Angkor 14:30
beIN SPORTS
Persija Jakarta v Song Lam Nghe An 14:30
beIN SPORTS 
Altyn Asyr FK v FC Istiklol Dushanbe 14:30
beIN SPORTS 
Johor Darul Takzim v Tampines Rovers 15:45
beIN SPORTS 
Bengaluru FC v Abahani Limited Dhaka 17:30
beIN SPORTS

Suwon Bluewings ends Shanghai Shenhua’s unbeaten start 

SHANGHAI: Lee Jong Sung (R) of Suwon Samsung Bluewings takes a tumble as he fights for the ball with Giovanni
Moreno (L) of Shanghai Shenhua during the AFC Champions League group stage football match between China’s
Shanghai Shenhua and South Korea’s Suwon Samsung Bluewings in Shanghai yesterday. —AFP

ATHENS: The president of Greek club PAOK yester-
day apologised after storming onto the pitch with a
holstered gun tucked in his belt, an incident that
prompted the indefinite suspension of the champi-
onship. “I am very sorry over what happened. I clearly
had no right to enter the field of play in this fashion,”
Greek-Russian businessman Ivan Savvidis said in a
statement. Savvidis, who has extensive holdings in
Greece and is rumoured to be close to the government
of Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras, was on the run for 24
hours after an arrest warrant was issued following
Sunday’s incident.  His antics have put pressure on
Tsipras, who is accused by rivals of allowing Savvidis to
continue a rapid rise in the Greek business world in
return for political support and help with privatisations.
FIFA is demanding swift results in the attempt to
restore order, the latest in years of initiatives to stamp
out violence and murky dealings in Greece’s most pop-
ular sport.

Savvidis himself said yesterday that Greek football is
“completely sick.” “Despite attacks at all levels, I will
continue to fight for fair football and honourable refer-
eeing in all matches, so that games are won on the pitch
and not in courtrooms,” he said.

He denied claims that he had bickered with the refer-
ee and an official from PAOK’s opponents, AEK Athens,
and claimed his foray onto the pitch at his club’s
Toumba stadium was solely aimed at preventing vio-
lence from breaking out.  “My only aim was to protect
tens of thousands of PAOK fans from provocation,
clashes, human victims,” he said, even though, owing to
a ban on away fans, only home supporters were pres-
ent. The diminutive, bearded Savvidis was pictured jaw
to jaw with AEK’s head of football operations, while
PAOK’s technical director Lubos Michel-a Slovak for-
mer FIFA referee-is believed to have threatened match
referee Yiorgos Kominis.

PRAISE FOR TSIPRAS 
Savvidis, a 58-year-old tobacco industrialist and a

former lawmaker with the party of Russian president

Vladimir Putin, has applauded Tsipras for “protecting
investors”.

“Hold onto Tsipras. He is a precondition for future
success,” Savvidis said in May. “When I saw his speech
(in parliament) I felt exactly like when I heard Vladimir
Putin in 2000. I want a president like that,” he said.
Flanked by bodyguards, Savvidis stormed onto the field
in the 90th minute after a goal that would have given
PAOK victory in the top-of-the-table clash was disal-
lowed for offside.

Police have said Savvidis is not sought over the gun,
for which he has a license, but for the pitch invasion,
which is a misdemeanour offence not punishable in
prison. PAOK and AEK are in a neck-and-neck race for
the Super League title, which would be the first for
either team for more than two decades.  Tsipras has
staked his political capital on resolving the crisis, insist-
ing he would disregard any “political cost” to restore
order to the league.  “We must all decide to ignore the
political cost... It’s a question of will. Personally, I am
determined to go ahead,” Tsipras said.   

POWERFUL FIGURE 
His deputy minister for sport, Yiorgos Vassiliadis,

had said after an emergency meeting with Tsipras that
the league would “not start again without a new frame-
work agreed by all.” Vassiliadis said the government
was in close contact with European football body
UEFA, which he said had been “shocked” by the inci-
dent.  He did not rule out the prospect of Greek clubs
sitting out next season’s European competitions, but
insisted the national team would not be affected.  FIFA
said it “now expects appropriate measures to be taken,
and rapidly.” It warned a failure to take action “to erad-
icate” violence could lead to the suspension of the
Greek association from the sport’s governing body.
Dubbed “Ivan the Terrible” by adoring PAOK fans,
Savvidis has put the club from the northern port of
Thessaloniki back in contention after decades of the
championship being dominated by clubs from Athens.
Adding to the complications for the government, com-
panies owned by Savvidis are the main sponsors of the
Greek league. — AFP
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THESSALONIKI: PAOK’s Greek-Russian president Ivan Savvidis (C) takes to the pitch carrying a handgun in his
waistband (below C), after the referee refused a last minute goal on March 11, during the Greek Superleague foot-
ball match PAOK Thessaloniki vs AEK Athens in Thessaloniki. — AFP

MANCHESTER: David Silva scored two magnificent
goals as Manchester City moved a step closer to
their first Premier League title under Pep Guardiola
with a comfortable 2-0 victory at struggling Stoke
on Monday.

After re-establishing a 16-point lead at the top of
the table, the latest victory leaves City still with the
potential to clinch the title at the start of next month
when they host second-placed local rivals United in the
Manchester derby.

It took just nine minutes for City to carve open a
Stoke side that is looking increasingly certain to suffer
relegation this season with every passing week. As has
been then case so many times this season, the goal
came with devastating pace and precision on the
counter-attack after striker Gabriel Jesus had dropped
deep and become involved in build-up play.  He slipped
through a perfect pass for Raheem Sterling, sprinting
down the right wing, and the England forward’s first-
time cross picked out the run of Silva who arrived to
convert without hesitation from 12 yards.  For a Stoke
side with just one victory in their previous 10 league
games, it was the stuff of nightmares and, given the
ease with which Guardiola’s team was moving the ball
around, it was hard to see a way back for Paul

Lambert’s men. Yet the next meaningful attack came
from the struggling hosts and might have resulted in an
unlikely equaliser. Xherdan Shaqiri, with the ball on the
by-line, pushed it through the legs of full-back
Oleksandr Zinchenko and cut it back to the edge of the
area for Badou Ndiaye whose shot was deflected
behind for a corner.  It was a rare positive moment for
Stoke and one that was short-lived with City soon
pressing for a second goal.

After 26 minutes, an exquisite Kevin De Bruyne
cross appeared to have set up Silva for a chance only
for the Spaniard to miskick six yards out, with
Fernandinho sending the rebound over.

Jack Butland was forced to beat De Bruyne to a
weak back-pass from Bruno Martins Indi, Jesus just
missed connecting with a free-kick close to goal and, as
the half closed, Butland saved well from Fernandinho
before Leroy Sane volleyed wide.

Even when City goalkeeper Ederson was forced into
his first serious action of the evening, it was from his
own player, as Kyle Walker intercepted Butland’s long
clearance with a deflection the Brazilian was forced to
tip over his crossbar.

By the time Silva claimed his, and City’s, second goal
from the first attack of the second half, it was difficult to
see a route back for the home side.

This effort was as pleasing on the eye as the first,
after Fernandinho won the ball and played in Silva who
exchanged perfect passes with Jesus.  It was left for
Silva to finish, over the body of Butland as the goal-
keeper rushed out, capping a performance that was all
the more remarkable given the Spaniard has recently
been returning to his homeland on a regular basis to
spend time with his new-born son.—AFP

LONDON: Chelsea manager Antonio Conte faces a
conundrum of balancing his tendency for caution with
the English champions’ need to score to get past the
might of Barcelona in the Champions League last 16
today. Conte’s plan to contain and counter-attack on
the La Liga leaders nearly worked to perfection in the
first leg three weeks ago as Willian put the hosts in
front and also hit the woodwork twice.

But one Andreas Christensen error cost Conte’s men
dear as Barca pounced for a vital away goal when
Andres Iniesta set up Lionel Messi to finally net against
Chelsea at the ninth attempt and give Barca the upper
hand from a 1-1 draw.

However, whilst Willian shone in Conte’s strikerless
set-up, Eden Hazard was unable to exert the influence
he desires on the biggest stage in an unfamiliar centre-
forward role. “We need to repeat the game we played
at Stamford Bridge and to try to exploit the chances to
score,” Conte told Chelsea TV following Saturday’s 2-1
win over Crystal Palace, hinting that he will opt for a
similar approach at the Camp Nou.

“It’s important to understand that we must be pre-
pared to suffer, if we play with Hazard as number nine,

or if we play with (Olivier) Giroud or (Alvaro) Morata
as number nine and Hazard as number 10.”

Hazard certainly suffered when deployed once more
in a central role as Chelsea were passed off the park by
Manchester City in a 1-0 defeat nine days ago. “When
you leave the pitch you have the impression that you’ve
ran [a lot], but that you haven’t played a game of foot-
ball,” said Hazard as City recorded a Premier League
record 902 passes and Chelsea failed to muster a single
shot on goal.

“We could have played on for three hours, and I
wouldn’t touch a ball. “For me personally it’s difficult
to play a good game when you only touch the ball
three times.”

MISSING MORATA 
The root of Hazard’s discontent is Conte’s lack of

faith in either club record singing Morata or Giroud,
who was hastily recruited on the final day of the
January transfer window as a more physical option.

Hazard’s best displays throughout his Chelsea career
have come when playing off a focal point, most notably
in two Premier League title winning seasons alongside
Diego Costa. A fallout with Conte meant Costa was
hastily dispatched by the Italian at the end of last sea-
son despite playing a huge role in delivering the title.

Morata was bought to replace his Spanish interna-
tional team-mate and initially struck up an excellent
relationship with Hazard. However, an alarming dip in
form allied to injury problems has seen Morata make
just one start in two months and fail to score since
Boxing Day.—AFP
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